GROUP NEWS:

Elemis at PB GCC 2019

REBRAND

Using the event to increase visibility for our brands,
Luxuria’s Elemis exhibition was a major success
allowing us to launch the new Superfood Squad
and continue to engage customers through our onsite product showcase and treatments.
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We are proud to introduce a fresh new look for the
Luxuria Group. Our new corporate identity was
designed after evaluating our Group’s core values
and searching for a look that best reflects them.
With the help of traditional Arabic calligraphers, the
name of the group has been inscribed into its logo
to pay homage to the Middle Eastern roots of our
connections, region and operation. The gracious
flare of the calligraphy is a nod to the elegance and
sophistication of the luxury industry, which we
serve. The new look has given a fresh face to the
same level of professionalism and drive in our service to our partner brands and clients.
WEBSITE
We are also pleased to announce the launch of our
brand new website! Our goal with this new interactive website is to provide our visitors with an easier
way to learn about Luxuria's services as well as
foster improved communication via our social media links. We will keep our clients, customers and
partners up to date with our events as well as facilitate inquiries regarding our brands and employment
opportunities. We will be constantly updating our
content with helpful information, newsletters, company announcements and events and encourage
our readers to visit us at www.luxuriagroup.com

Ella Bache at PB GCC 2019
During the Professional
Beauty GCC 2019 event,
Luxuria also proudly introduced Ella Bache to GCC
customers. Using the sleek
8 sqm space we featured
the brands innovative skincare technology that is loyal
to the pioneering and scientific spirit of its pharmacist
inventor, Ella Bache.

PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY GCC 2019
February again saw the staging of the annual twoday Professional Beauty GCC gathering held this
year at the Intercontinental DFC. Industry leaders
in the professional beauty sector in the Middle East
contribute and exhibit annually to this event which
serves as a platform for existing brands as well as
new entrants. Luxuria was proud to be a sponsor
of the event and to help to congratulate high
achievers in the industry during the lavish award
ceremony afterwards. We are delighted to congratulate Cleopatra’s Spa & Wellness for winning the
Day Spa of the Year award.

BRAND ACQUISITIONS
The Luxuria Group is proud to announce that it has
been appointed the official and exclusive distributor
of a number of the following niche fragrance perfumes for the GCC.
Alexandre J — UAE Update
Last year, Luxuria was proud to confirm its tie up
with Alexandre J for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
and Qatar. As a continued sign of growth and a
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further strengthening of the ties between Luxuria
and the brand, we are pleased to announce that
Luxuria has now been appointed the official distributor of Alexandre J in the United Arab Emirates.
We look forward to giving this prestigious brand a
larger platform from which to operate in order for it
to reach its full potential in the UAE and region.
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Launches at Galerie Parfumerie Stores Kuwait

Introducing Tom Daxon

Adding to its growing success, we are happy to
have launched Floris in Galerie Parfumerie stores,
in Kuwait including Avenues Mall, Arraya Mall,
Salhia Mall and coming soon in Alkout.
Tom Daxon is a British fragrance house founded by
Tom Daxon Bowers in 2013. Using the experience
passed on from his mother the then creative director of Molton Brown, and from working with the
perfumers he met through her as a child, Tom Daxon makes award winning fragrances with a modern
and understated approach.

Product Profile: Floris London launch
“A Rose For…”
We were delighted to launch one of the newest
addition to the Private collection, “A Rose For”.

Introducing Sylvaine Delacourte
During her 15 years as Director of the Creation of
Perfumes Guerlain, Sylvaine Delacourte had the
chance to participate in the creation of more than
70 perfumes including Insolence and the very first
Petite Robe Noire Les Exclusives.
In 2017 Sylvaine Delacourte launched her own
brand around a new concept in perfumery. Presenting the most iconic raw materials in 5 original ways,
she endowed each one with a new, singular, and
unexpected personality. Committed to a clean and
sustainable luxury featuring recyclable packaging
and reusable copper cases. Made in France, all
perfumes are paraben-free, cruelty-free and composed of natural ingredients in excess of 80%.

Contemporary and dark with a confident, complex
character that places the rose with notes of spice,
iris and woods taking the wearer on an altogether
diverse journey of great romance. ‘A Rose For…’
fragrance comes with the addition of a gold pen, so
each lady is able to personalise her scent.
Product Profile: Arquiste – Sydney Rock Pool

PRODUCT LAUNCHINGS: FRAGRANCE
Launches at Laure Beauty Stores in KSA
As part of the continued growth in the Saudi Arabian fragrance market, Luxuria has recently launched
a number of its niche fragrances with the Laure
Beauty Stores in the Kingdom. Laure Beauty, a part
of the Jawahir Group, was launched in 2015 as a
cosmetics and fragrance destination dedicated and
focused on exclusive and luxury brands. Carefully
sourcing and expertly curating a mix of beauty and
fragrance lines it has proven to be ahead of its time
and thus, enormously beneficial to its customers.
Laure carries makeup, skin care and perfumes to
provide its customers with the best shopping experience and Luxuria is pleased to have launch a
number of its brands with the stores.

The latest fragrance of Arquiste Perfumes, SYDNEY ROCK POOL was recently launched by Luxuria. ARQUISTE’s most contemporary fragrance, a
love affair with Sydney and its beaches.
Evoking the sound of the surf crashes against the
sandstone rocks as your skin glows in the warm
sun underneath a blazing Australian sky, this fragrance carries note of Mineral accord, Coconut skin
accord, Australian Sandalwood, Driftwood note,
Narcissus absolute, Frangipani, Jasmine sambac,
Seaweed, Ambermax, Sea salt accord. Truly transporting you to the beaches down under.
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Product Profile: Carner Barcelona–
Oriental Collection

Elemis English Rose
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The Oriental Collection from Carner Barcelona has
been received with much enthusiasm in the region.
Carner Barcelona is a lifestyle perfume brand that
brings you the contemporary spirit of Barcelona.
The Oriental Collection is about three deep perfumes that will walk you through Spanish history
and cultural roots since the roman times to the present day.
Megalium: An ancient fragrance passed down
through the ages, from a time when rose water
flowed from fountains and balsams perfumed the
lavish private lives of the Romans from their bathing
rituals to their chambers and boudoirs.
Ambar del Sur: A time when royalty perfumed their
hair with exquisite musks, the scent of amber wafted in the air and enchanted patios bloomed with
florals and romance. Ambar del Sur is an aromatic
tribute to the al-Andalus of the past.
Botafumeiro: Warm, sweet and smooth with hints
of spice notes of berry, incense and sandalwood
come together to form a deeply divine fragrance.
Botafumeiro is a mystical perfume that makes tribute to the cultural and religious roots of the Old
Continent.
PRODUCT LAUNCHINGS: SKINCARE

Our No.1 BESTSELLING CLEANSER, now with a
delicate and soothing English Rose Oleo Extract,
perfect for sensitive skin.
Hand-harvested in the British countryside, English
Roses are selected from over seventeen varieties
known for their complexity of fragrance the classic
scent of old English Rose.
Start your New Skin Story
Pause, take stock
and look forward to
the year ahead, with
smoother, healthier,
more radiant looking
skin. Experience for
yourself the real results women can’t
help but share.
A range of four curated kits designed to
address every concern, this new collection of products from Elemis is
another testament to the brand’s commitment to
meeting the individual needs of women and their
skin.

Elemis launched three new product ranges in February 2019.
Elemis New Superfood Skincare Squad
Combining the pure power of concentrated superfoods with the science and expertise behind every
ELEMIS formula, the Superfood range packs a
NEW powerful punch. The launch took place in
February 2019 and has quickly become one of the
most in demand ranges from the brand.
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